A crucial benchmark in Ukraine's recent history, the Euromaidan protests triggered many transformations across Ukrainian society. Ukrainian journalism has affected and has been affected by these changes and their challenges. Journalists' activism emerged as one of the major features of Ukraine's post-Euromaidan media landscape but remains understudied. Informed by the concepts of "journalism culture" and "journalism professionalism," this article explores journalists' perceptions about their activism, the boundaries of their professionalism and their experiences confronting the activism versus professionalism dilemma. It identifies journalists' competing approaches to the new challenges and their complicated context and discusses these approaches' implications for the Ukrainian media and journalism.
Introduction
A momentous event for the entire Ukrainian nation, the Euromaidan protests triggered significant transformations across Ukrainian society and politics. The new challenges that emerged following the Euromaidan affected political elites and citizens alike. The outstanding role of journalists during the protests and in post-Euromaidan Ukraine began when journalist Mustafa Nayyem called for the first rally on his famous Facebook post. Tensions on Euromaidan drove many Ukrainian journalists into activism, resulting in blurred boundaries between journalism and activism.1 By "activism" we mean journalists acting in socially or politically significant ways, in addition to professionally practicing their craft.
The dramatic developments that followed included Russia's annexation of Crimea, the beginning of an armed conflict in eastern Ukraine, and the launch of complicated reforms amidst war. These developments weighed heavily on journalists, strengthening their activism and challenging their established views and practices. Though Ukrainian journalists' activism has surfaced as a distinctive feature of Ukrainian journalism culture in the post-Euromaidan period, it has remained largely understudied. This article explores the drivers of activism among certain segments of the Ukrainian journalistic community through interviews with media practitioners. It focuses on how Ukrainian journalists understand their role in the complicated Ukrainian context after the Euromaidan. More specifically, it considers how they explain their decision to either engage in activism or keep within the boundaries of their profession and how they define the boundaries of the journalistic professionalism. It concludes with our observations about the implications of the new journalistic landscape for Ukrainian journalism in post-Euromaidan Ukraine.
This article begins with an overview of developments in the Ukrainian media before, during, and after the Euromaidan. It then turns to its underlying study's theoretical framework, highlighting several crucial concepts that informed that study's approach. This is followed by the study's methodology and findings and our conclusions.
Background

Ukrainian Media and Journalism before Euromaidan
Although the Ukrainian media have seen crucial transformations since Ukraine's independence in 1991, they still carry the legacy of the Soviet era and post-Soviet developments. A strong tradition of state ownership and state control, an absence of business management experience and an acceptance of censorship inherited from the Soviet era have continued to influence the Ukrainian media.2
In the early 1990s, new legislation proclaimed press freedom, banned censorship and established a free media market. A substantial number of privately owned media companies replaced the Soviet era's state-owned media structure. However, a mature, diverse and vibrant media market has yet to emerge in Ukraine. Instead, Ukrainian journalism continues to depend on the oligarchs who emerged as the biggest media owners and to reflect their respective agendas. Within two decades, seven large media groups became the Ukrainian media market's major players.3 These media groups have been owned by oligarchs with political interests, which made them primarily tools for political influence rather than independent commercial enterprises.
Moreover, state media ownership was not abolished, leaving many media outlets dependent on the central government or local authorities. As a result, different Ukrainian governments exercised control over news content and editorial policies. Attempts to censor the media reached their peak during the second term of Leonid Kuchma's presidency (2000) (2001) (2002) (2003) (2004) , when all mainstream media received the so-called "temnyky" -instructions on how to report the news.4 The situation changed after the Orange Revolution, a wave of massive protests against the fraudulent presidential election results in 2004. During the Orange Revolution, as during the Euromaidan, many Ukrainian journalists joined the protests. Their individual actions and their joint efforts to counteract censorship and fraud resulted in what some observers called a "journalists' revolution." 5 The effect of these journalists' efforts was swift, as major TV channels stopped relying on instructions from the presidential administration following the first week of protests.6
After the Orange Revolution protests, the Ukrainian media gained more freedom from the state. Nevertheless, the post-Orange Revolution period was characterized by the spread of "jeansa" -paid-for coverage -to most media outlets, which severely undermined the media's independence.7
Viktor Yanukovych's presidency (2010-2014) marked a steep decline in press freedom and increased the pressure on journalists. A survey of journalists in 2013, listed the Party of Regions (Partiia Rehioniv) and its leader Viktor Yanukovych as among the main threats to freedom of speech.8 Developments in the media during the Yanukovych's presidency also revealed the fragility of the post-Orange Revolution achievements. Those achievements faded because they were not institutionalized, and thus a sustainable environment for media independence and freedom never developed.
By the end of 2013 when the Euromaidan protests erupted, many Ukrainian journalists, especially in the mainstream media, had been pressured in various ways in their respective newsrooms. But, except for a small cohort of independent media, most became accustomed to the demands of editorial policies that often either pushed for advancing the owners' interests or tolerated purchased coverage. The journalistic standards of unbiased and fair reporting had long been compromised by this widespread pressure, censorship and the lack of a tradition of independent journalism. Yet, at the same time, this pressure and censorship attempts prompted resistance within some journalistic circles. Thus, for example, in May 2010, a group of Ukrainian journalists and media activists founded the Stop Censorship movement, which gathered about 570 signatories.9 Journalists participating in the movement conducted public actions to attract attention to media censorship in Ukraine.
Through these actions, some Ukrainian journalists gained experience in advocating for political changes without abandoning their profession. However, a lack of research on the different segments within Ukraine's journalistic community and the prevailing attitudes and practices among journalists complicates the study of these developments. While issues such as media ownership, freedom of speech and censorship in Ukraine were a major focus of media scholars because of their acuteness,10 journalism culture, professional values and editorial practices have not been extensively researched.
Euromaidan, Journalists' Engagement and Post-Euromaidan Challenges
When the Euromaidan protests started in late November 2013, some journalists and bloggers appeared to be among the crucially important driving forces at the movement's initial stage.11 Some leading journalists -those who had established themselves as opinion leaders in social media -posted their support for the movement on social media and even addressed crowds of protesters from the Euromaidan's stage (for example, Serhii Rakhmanin and Vitaly Portnikov). Some media outlets also openly supported the protests. For instance, one of the most popular online news websites Ukrainska Pravda (Ukrainian Truth) temporarily changed its name to Yevropeiska Pravda (European Truth). And after the riot police violently attacked protesters, some outlets even issued statements declaring their support of the protesters (for instance, Delo and Investgazeta business publications). "We are writing about economy, not politics. But what has happened in Ukraine is far beyond political issues. The situation concerns each of us… We won't keep silent. Editorial board of the Investgazeta is going to Maidan," one of the statements read (in a Facebook post on November 30, 2013).
But not all journalists sympathized with the Maidan protesters and their cause, let alone joined the protests. Still, the Euromaidan was visibly represented by journalists who openly supported the protest movement, creating a contrast between that scene and the scene at the anti-Maidan actions organized by the Party of Regions.
Tensions on the Euromaidan and the violence of governmental forces against protesters caused many more journalists to join the activists. This ultimately resulted in a blurred boundary between journalism and activism.12 Journalists engaged in various sorts of activism: some were translating news into English and disseminating it while others were organizing so-called Twitter storms to attract international attention. Journalists were active as individuals (many journalists identified themselves with the protests and protesters, which was evident from their Facebook posts) and through their media organizations. For example, Ukrainska Pravda not only published content that revealed the pro-Euromaidan sympathies of its editors, it also widely retweeted posts containing information about the various needs of protesters, thus significantly contributing to these posts' visibility. The feeling of empowerment that many activists, including journalists, developed during the protests was and continues to be both challenged and reinforced postEuromaidan. Russia's annexation of Crimea and the eruption of an armed conflict -a war -in the Donbas region shook the country and additionally pressured the media. The overall political and social context was depressing: state institutions were functioning poorly or not at all, the new government's legitimacy was fragile, the army was weak, social relations were tense and fearful and confusion reigned. These challenges, especially the war, prompted a quick and large-scale response from Ukraine's new civil society.13 Numerous grass-roots civic initiatives functionally replaced state institutions and played a crucial role in supplying and equipping the army, at least during the war's first phase. The scale of civic activism has been truly impressive and has attracted considerable foreign and national media attention.14 Some Ukrainian journalists directly joined those initiatives. For instance, some raised donations and bought equipment for the army or collected clothes for internally displaced people using their broad networks of contacts and followers. Other media practitioners even joined the Ukrainian army or all-volunteer, self-organized military battalions. Though reliable statistics on how many journalists joined the army or were conscripted into it as part of the nation-wide mobilization campaigns are lacking, media reports documented numerous individual instances.15
The activism of journalists in post-Euromaidan Ukraine has gone beyond mere assistance to civic initiatives. Several journalists participated in public councils that monitor reforms, especially judicial reforms and anti-corruption efforts.16 Around ten Ukrainian journalists were also elected to the Parliament in the 2014 elections after their increased prominence during Euromaidan made them "desirable" personas for party lists. Most of them have been active in promoting reforms and criticizing the government. In addition, many of the journalists who remained in the profession have also become much more actively engaged in politics, predominantly on Facebook.
In sum, the Euromaidan and subsequent developments in Ukraine brought both dramatic changes for and challenges to Ukrainian journalists. The new context -the struggle against an emerging dictatorship during the Euromaidan, the post-Euromaidan democratic transition and armed conflict -generated much confusion about journalists' perception of their role and professional responsibilities. Some research has suggested that the Donbas conflict especially caused uncertainty and ethical dilemmas and led to contradictions within the journalistic community.17 In all, Ukraine's post-Euromaidan media landscape has seen a renegotiation of journalists' professional identity.18 This, however, has long been an understudied issue among scholars, and the lack of a comparative perspective has compounded the difficulty of studying it. This article fills that gap to some extent by focusing on journalists' interpretations of their role in post-Euromaidan Ukraine's complicated environment. By analyzing these developments in the broader context of the Ukrainian media landscape's transformation over the last two decades, it sets the stage for further research and analysis.
Theoretical framework
Generally, "activism" means "the practice of struggling for change." 19 In this article's exploration of journalistic professionalism and values "journalistic activism" means "struggling" that goes beyond professional practices and involves political actions.
Journalistic professionalism addresses fundamental concerns like the boundaries of journalistic work and the functions journalists are supposed to perform. These concerns, along with journalists' perceptions of their roles, news values, news standards, journalistic norms, media system functions, and regulatory mechanisms have been at the center of normative theories for a long time.20 These theories focus on the normative roles that the media play in society.21 Although these theories might be regarded as "artificial constructs" that cannot completely and accurately represent complex realities, they are usually fore grounded in journalism training and the various government's media policies across democratic countries.22 In other words, these normative prescriptions shape the institutional foundations of journalistic work. The set of functions associated with journalism usually embraces such universal roles as a supplier of information, a provider of the public sphere, and a medium of education, enlightenment and entertainment.23 A set of conventional norms and values, such as objectivity, autonomy, immediacy, and ethics, is widely accepted by professional journalism.24 Based on the data from 33 nations around the world, Weaver and Willnat conclude that journalists in most countries see their roles of "reporting news quickly," "reporting news objectively," "providing analysis of events" as the most important, yet no evidence of a global journalism culture has emerged.25 In this research, the concept of "objectivity" is central because it is often seen by scholars and journalists in relation to the notions of "detachment" and "impartiality" and is considered to be a fundamental part of the professional model of journalism.26 The tradition of objectivity in Western journalism traces back to the turn of nineteenth and twentieth centuries when the standards of factuality, balance and fairness, non-bias, independence, noninterpretation and neutrality were introduced within the American press.27 As S. Ward points out, "objective reporters were to be completely detached, to eliminate all of their opinion and to report just the facts." 28 The values of professional objectivity and neutrality have thus emerged as foundational principles for journalism's professional ethics in the West and have gradually been accepted in many countries transitioning from autocracies to democracies, at least as aspirational, guiding principles.
The "professional" or "liberal" model of journalism is often seen as universal and applicable to all countries and contexts; however, in reality, journalism "does not grow in vacuum." 29 The real state of affairs in journalism often differs from journalism's normative assumptions and widely shared values. As Waisbord reasonably notes, journalism following the normative principles "coexists with journalistic models that explicitly eschew these principles and openly declare that journalism is inseparable from politics, ideology, and religion." 30 This means that journalism should also be evaluated by the actual practices of journalists and the principles underlying them and not solely at the normative level.
This study seeks to unveil Ukrainian journalists' reasoning behind their professional activities and their respective decisions to go beyond their professional functions. In this regard, we also rely on the concept of "journalism culture" articulated by Hanitzsch, who considers this culture as constituting a "set of ideas and practices by which journalists, consciously and unconsciously, legitimate their role in society and render their work meaningful for themselves and others." 31 He distinguishes three elements of journalism culture: institutional roles, epistemologies, and ethical ideologies.
The issue of activism we explore ought to be regarded at the level of institutional roles that, according to Hanitzsch, contain the dimensions of interventionism, power distance, and market orientation. The notion of "interventionism" is particularly crucial for this study, since it shows whether journalists follow the principles of detachment, impartiality and objectivity (as journalists leaning toward the so-called "passive" agenda would follow) or instead try to promote certain values or missions (as journalists embracing the "interventionist" approach would promote).32
Deciding which path to choose is particularly complicated for journalists working in conditions of social turmoil, high instability and threats -all observable in post-Euromaidan Ukraine. Christians et al. focus on media roles in "conflicting requirements" and distinguish four of them: monitorial, facilitative, radical and collaborative. The monitorial media role involves "all aspects of collecting, processing and dissemination of information." It may include some commentary and interpretation. And the media can be a watchdog to some extent. But these activities cannot turn to partisan advocacy. The facilitative role is based on the idea of the media as a "fourth estate that supports the debates and people's decision making" and "promotes pluralism, inclusiveness and collective purpose." While these two roles are prevalent in Western nations with well-developed media systems, the radical and collaborative ones currently attract interest in transitional societies. The radical role, as Christians et al. put it, serves neither professional norms nor market needs. Instead, it aims for radical changes in society, reveals abuses of power, tries to make the public aware of inequalities and malpractices, and focuses on the potential for change. The collaborative role means cooperation with authorities that is appropriate in situations of unusual crisis or emergency, such as war or terrorism or when political institutions are week or have limited resources.33 Though media development organizations expect journalists from transitional countries to adopt the Western professional model with a focus on "political detachment and adversarialism," many media practitioners admit this model doesn't fit the contextual circumstances in their respective societies.34 Our study seeks to find out how the Euromaidan and post-Euromaidan challenges influenced perceptions of the normative foundations of journalism among Ukrainian professionals. The concepts and notions we discuss provide a theoretical framework for the study of Ukrainian journalists' perceptions of their role in the conditions of a post-Euromaidan Ukraine.
Methodology
The empirical part of our study is based on semi-structured, in-depth interviews with Ukrainian journalists. Our sample of 14 journalists was designed to focus on those media professionals who were involved in protest actions in different capacities (11 respondents). We assumed that journalists with different kinds of activist experience are likely to have a more dynamic professional identity than others without those experiences. Hence, their interpretations of professional values could reveal changes instigated by the Euromaidan and post-Euromaidan developments. Our interest in this group of journalists also stems from our assumption that changes within this group have been quite remarkable and have been influencing the journalistic community at large. To compare their responses with journalists representing different experiences, we added three more respondents to the sample. One of those journalists admitted she supported neither the Euromaidan nor Yanukovych and his government. The other two leaned towards a neutral approach; that is, although they sympathized with Euromaidan, they chose not to be there in any capacity other than to do their job as journalists. Our interviews were conducted in MarchOctober 2016. Because of the issues' sensitivity, the respondents were granted anonymity. Given the qualitative nature of the study, we aimed at identifying how Ukrainian journalists, primarily those involved in protest activities, perceive their role and values as journalism professionals, rather than estimating the scale of changes and defining the quantitative ratio of journalists with different approaches.
Our sample was designed to include journalists working for different types of media and representing both national and regional outlets. Thus, journalists in the sample represented 33 Christians, Normative Theories of the Media, 124-27. three nation-wide TV channels, seven online media (including one online radio station), one regional online outlet, two regional TV channels, and one regional newspaper. We selected journalists who represented different experiences in engaging in activism of various kinds. Most of the journalists interviewed have been helping diverse grassroot initiatives while remaining professional journalists. Several others emphasized their adherence to professionalism and avoidance of activism, and a few respondents even left their jobs for a time to devote themselves to activist causes.
The journalists were asked questions about their experience during and after the Euromaidan and the challenges they faced while reporting on the developments in Ukraine and the conflict in the Donbas. They also were asked about their perceptions and attitudes concerning the role of journalists, the boundaries between professionalism and activism and their understanding of what journalism is.
The size of the sample and qualitative nature of this enquiry do not allow generalizing the study's findings for the whole journalistic community in Ukraine. Rather, the study's goal was to identify journalists' perceptions of their professional roles and the reasoning behind journalists' involvement (or purposeful non-involvement) in activist actions during and after the Euromaidan. This information offers a starting point for exploring further the professional values and practices among Ukrainian journalists, both qualitatively and quantitatively.
Analysis
Euromaidan, Empowerment and the Rise of Interventionist Journalism
Our interviews with journalists showed that the Euromaidan protests set a benchmark for many journalists that was distinct from, if not disruptive of, their profession's routines. Most said they participated in the Euromaidan both as journalists and as ordinary citizens. Their involvement in the protest movement ranged from donating money for protesters' needs and making sandwiches to coordinating protest actions. Some said their involvement in the protests was quite irregular, since they mostly covered the events as journalists and spent substantial time fulfilling their professional duties.
I started going to Maidan 35 as a journalist and volunteer simultaneously.
When there was something to shoot ( film), I was shooting. When there was nothing to shoot, I was just distributing tea at the barricades. I was also bringing tires when there were "hot" days. I was also a participant (freelance journalist, provided content for printed and online outlets).
Overall, the journalists we interviewed sympathized with the protesters and wanted to somehow contribute to the protests.
We all wanted to be activists at that time… It was sort of an internal impulse.
We all wanted to be there. We even got upset when someone had to stay in the newsroom and update the newsfeed (journalist from a leading national online media outlet).
In some cases, their sympathy evolved at the later stages of the protests in response to the dramatic development of events. Our analysis of the interviews suggested that the feeling of solidarity with the protesters provided a major impetus for journalists to engage in activism to various extents.
I went to Maidan as a citizen…
At that moment we all came there to be a part of some big community, some nation that, as it seemed then, rose, got some strength and inspiration to do something, to do something great (journalist working for the online media outlet).
Their participation in the protests was also driven by their opposition to the violence against protesters and their quest for justice.
Maidan as a phenomenon -both the first and the second one -was a phenomenon of standoff between some universal truth and universal lie…
Maidan boosted citizen journalism. It's kind of an urge for justice. We had something similar after the Orange Revolution, but the scale was so much different (journalist working for the online media outlet).
The Euromaidan experience spurred the personal development of many of the journalists we interviewed. Several journalists reported that they had reconsidered their views about their future in the profession and journalism in general because of the Euromaidan. This especially concerned the younger generation of journalists (up to 30 years old). For example, one of the journalists considered quitting profession, but the Euromaidan changed her view.
The situation's extreme urgency and the unfamiliar violence of the governmental forces contributed to the unprecedented tension experienced by journalists. As a result, journalists admitted they basically had no time to reflect on the professionalism vs. activism dilemma during Euromaidan because the situation was new to them and required urgent action. It is thus reasonable to conclude that the Euromaidan illustrates how interventionism among journalists evolves in response to acute challenges. This evolution was generally stronger among journalists who had less solid views about their profession and its normative foundations than those who held firm views.
Notably, some journalists admitted their sense of urgency was further aggravated by Russia's annexation of Crimea and the beginning of the armed conflict in the Eastern Ukraine. In response to these new challenges, many journalists continued supporting various grassroots initiatives. The majority journalists we interviewed admitted they at least occasionally donated money to aid the army, and some journalists provided ad hoc assistance, such as helping activists to transport food to the soldiers. Two journalists we interviewed were actively involved in the activities of charitable foundations helping the Ukrainian army. One of them had been coordinating a charity for a year; another regularly cooperates with a well-known charity producing documentaries and promotional videos.
When you go to a frontline with volunteers, you can't be empty-handed. So, you put a box just near your workplace, gather sweets, money and then distribute them at the checkpoints. But that's about small things. Unfortunately, I haven't tried to collect large sums of money for particular soldiers (former journalist at the state owned TV channel).
In sum, the Euromaidan and post-Euromaidan developments created new conditions and challenges for journalists who found themselves confused, on the one hand, and eager to help a society in crisis, on the other. Arguably, at that time journalists played the radical role, as defined by Christians et al., by focusing on the abuses of power (during the Euromaidan) and attempting to inspire people to seek changes (after the Euromaidan).36 Their lack of time to reflect on the new challenges, a sense of very strong threats and urgency increased journalists' solidarity with citizens. This induced a significant part of the journalist community to take a more interventionist approach.
Between Activism and Professionalism: Journalists' Reflections
Our interviews with journalists revealed several major approaches or attitudinal strands about the activism vs. professionalism dilemma among journalists. About half of the journalists we interviewed said it is possible to combine the roles of a journalist and an activist. Some even openly promoted the initiatives they supported through their media.
I don't delineate ( journalism and activism). Having a contract with my TV channel, I let myself express in favor for volunteerism (activism). I used my journalist activities to promote some projects of the Foundation, promote volunteers (activists) (journalist at the national TV channel).
However, the majority asserted they try to demarcate their professional duties and engagement in activist projects. According to them, the professionalism vs. activism dilemma became especially acute after the beginning of the armed conflict. In that respect, they noted an internal tension between being a neutral observer and empathizing with the Ukrainian people and army.
Can we combine activism and journalism? … I would have to tell you that no, we can't. But I can't say so; I can't do it, because when there's a war in your country -it's very hard to not have your own standpoint. When you see
Maidan, Berkut and protesters -you realize that you can't delineate from that and go through it as merely as a journalist. At least I couldn't do that (journalist working for online media outlet).
While all the journalists we interviewed admitted to facing ethical dilemmas in postEuromaidan Ukraine, their attitudes about and responses to those dilemmas varied. Based on our interviews, we identified three major approaches. Journalists taking the first approach tended to see no critical contradiction in combining professional identity with their engagement in activism. Some of them accepted activism as a sort of necessity stemming from the peculiar Ukrainian context.
We have such a situation in the country that you can't be only a journalist all the time. You are supposed to be detached from all these processes, but then you realize that you in fact act as a journalist and activist. Because, unfortunately, there are very few people ready to fight at the regional level (journalist from the regional media outlet).
Journalists taking the second approach acknowledged the conflicting nature of the two identities but were confused about the solution. Some accepted it, but others questioned it to some degree.
It is both physically and morally difficult to combine activism and journalism; it takes a lot of resources… I've tried myself in both roles and I feel more comfortable when I'm just a journalist. Journalists have other responsibilities,
other skills and do other things. I like it more than being an activist (former activist and now journalist working for the international media outlet in Ukraine).
The third group of journalists rejected activism as a viable component of journalist's professional identity and criticized the increasing shift towards activist type of journalism in Ukraine after the Euromaidan and the conflict in the Donbas region. Representatives of this approach raised concerns about the demand for "patriotic" journalism from both Ukrainian society and the journalism community.
I don't think that a journalist necessarily has to be above the event that he/she is covering. Participation in the event gives an opportunity to have a deeper understanding of what's happening, a better understanding of people engaged in the event. But I'm afraid that after Maidan a lot of Ukrainian journalists did not stop being "revolutionaries"; and it harms Ukrainian journalism. I don't feel comfortable in such an environment (journalist at the news website).
The third approach was mostly advocated by journalists who either worked or used to work for international media in Ukraine. Presumably, they were familiar with the explicitly articulated journalistic standards of the foreign, predominantly Western, media, and this influenced their rejecting the interventionist approach.
Notably, even those journalists who accepted the "neutral" approach for themselves provided an explanation to the growing activism among their colleagues. In the words of one of those journalists, Activism is a phenomenon of our time, our situation… Because when we have a dilemma whether Ukraine is to be or not be as a state, many people try to get engaged in saving (the country). This activism is aimed at survival (journalist working for the international media outlet in Ukraine).
Our interviews with the journalists showed that they all shared the sense of urgency about the situation during the Euromaidan and in post-Euromaidan Ukraine. But many noted the increasing polarization of views and the fragmentation of understandings and views among Ukrainian journalists following the Euromaidan. Our analysis of our interviews suggests that Ukrainian journalists do not largely follow the "professional" and detached model of journalism. They are generally aware of journalism's normative principles, but they see these principles as distant and somewhat abstract. Since the Euromaidan, many Ukrainian journalists have gravitated towards a more interventionist approach. This might be explained by the urgent situation and critical challenges for the country, including the external aggression. And it might be explained by the sense of empowerment that many journalists experienced during Euromaidan. However, this shift has not been limited to the Euromaidan and war reporting but has extended to other matters journalists cover, predominantly political developments. This, in its turn, might be explained by the lack of efficient democratic institutions, thereby prompting many journalists to go beyond traditional reporting and play "collaborative" and "radical" roles in society. After all, journalists' tolerance of the partisanship driven by the media owners' interests and the corresponding editorial policies was widespread in Ukraine before the Euromaidan.37 That after the Euromaidan many journalists would develop another type of partisanship, which could be termed as "civic" or "patriotic," should not be surprising. Many kinds and varying degrees of "partisanships" can be included within this broad approach, and the trend towards interventionism is quite clear. This can lead to the further blurring of the boundaries of journalistic professionalism and, with it, the increasing polarization of attitudes towards professional standards among Ukrainian journalists. While professional standards had often been violated in pre-Euromaidan Ukraine, they had not been openly and publicly questioned or challenged as they have been after the Euromaidan.
There is no general understanding of who journalist is and what
Perception of Standards and the Role of Journalism
We asked our sample of journalists a set of questions to locate the views and experiences of Ukrainian journalists in post-Euromaidan Ukraine about journalism's culture, professional values, and journalists' role perceptions. Our goal was to gather the journalists' perceptions about these subjects.
The majority defined the primary function of journalists is to inform the society. Some also mentioned the media's watchdog and educational roles. Yet, informing the society was the most common answer. Though the journalists were unanimous in their definition of the journalism's role, our questions concerning professional standards revealed more diverse and contradictory perceptions.
Our interviews revealed that although journalists accept the idea that universal journalistic standards are important, many of them find it difficult to articulate those standards. Furthermore, the question of standards is very seldom discussed in the newsrooms of Ukrainian media. Only several newsrooms have established editorial guidelines. It is thus possible to conclude that the Ukrainian media have not sufficiently institutionalized journalistic standards. Indeed, more than half the journalists we interviewed admitted they sometimes must compromise with some of the standards. For example, several acknowledged they avoided publishing information that could be harmful for Ukrainian army. They specifically noted the problem of alcohol abuse among soldiers on the frontline. In such cases, they found themselves torn between their identity as a citizen and their professional identity. In sum, our interviews with journalists revealed they were aware of journalistic standards and tended to embrace the Anglo-American model as a guide. However, they also revealed journalists have significant difficulties in articulating those standards and, even more so, they are confused about their applicability in contemporary Ukraine.
Consequently, a reasonable conclusion is that although Ukrainian journalists appear to be largely familiar with a normative idea of journalistic professionalism and standards, most of them have difficulties internalizing or accepting this idea in practice. The deficit in editorial discussions and institutionalization across newsrooms has contributed to this. In addition, the new context and previously unseen challenges caused growing confusion and resulted in the polarization of the Ukrainian journalistic community.
Conclusions
This study was based on the in-depth interviews with Ukrainian journalists. It reveals that interventionism 38 emerged as a distinctive feature of journalism culture following the Euromaidan protests in Ukraine. The activism of journalists developed in response to a situation of utmost emergency against the backdrop of unprecedented violence towards protesters and threats of authoritarianism. This activism was later reinforced by the beginning of the conflict in eastern Ukraine, which posed a critical threat to the vulnerable sovereignty of the country. In response to these challenges, many journalists increasingly turned to activism, which resulted in the blurring of the boundaries of journalistic professionalism.
Given its qualitative nature, this study cannot establish the extent to which the activist approach has been shared by journalists nationwide. Instead, it identifies major patterns in journalists' professional values since the Euromaidan and explains resulting changes through an analysis of a sample of individual journalist's perceptions and experiences.
The analysis of Ukrainian journalists' interpretations proves the remark by K. Voltmer that journalists in emerging democracies often do not fully embrace the Anglo-Saxon model of journalism because that model does not account for the local context.39 Ukraine's postSoviet legacy and the complicated sociopolitical context in the now independent Ukraine have substantially influenced the professional culture. The instrumentalization of the media by their owners, a tradition of censorship, and weak professional standards characterized the Ukrainian media landscape before the Euromaidan, despite the seeming adoption of the western approach to journalism. The Euromaidan and later developments brought even more complex challenges to the Ukrainian media and its journalists.
The study reveals a lack of consensus among Ukrainian journalists concerning professional standards and their relevance for present-day Ukraine. Although journalists largely share the view that the primary role of journalism is to provide information to the society, their interpretations of journalism's professional standards and journalists' tasks differ significantly. Although they acknowledge the existence of some universal professional norms, many journalists expressed uncertainty regarding these norms relevance for Ukrainian journalists under Ukraine's current conditions. This can be explained by a combination of factors. Firstly, many Ukrainian journalists lack a professional education. Secondly, journalism education in Ukrainian universities often does not meet high standards and is heavily influenced by the philological tradition, as most journalism departments were established as part of philological faculties.40 Thirdly, there is no common practice in Ukrainian newsrooms of establishing the editorial guidelines that journalists are expected to follow, which results in the lack of institutionalization of professional standards.
Our analysis of our interviews suggests that during the Euromaidan, Ukrainian journalism saw a massive engagement of media practitioners in social and political processes. At that time, journalists saw themselves as drivers of changes in which they played "the radical role." 41 After the Euromaidan and with the beginning of the armed conflict in the Eastern Ukraine, many journalists were leaning towards the "collaborative role," pushed by external threats and neverbefore-seen challenges. Both roles had significant implications for Ukrainian society and turned into a revealing feature of post-Euromaidan Ukraine. Moreover, they have led to a fragmentation of journalistic identities and to polarization among journalists. This signals a crisis in professional identity and ongoing transformations in journalism culture. These changes require thorough research and, possibly, a quantitative approach that would help to measure the attitudes and perceptions of journalists in post-Euromaidan Ukraine and to locate them into the studies of journalism cultures worldwide. 
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